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Abstract – Big data is the solution to handle large and complex 

data, which captures data, stores, analyze, search, querying, 

visualization and updating. Big data use predictive analytics, user 

behavior analytics and other advanced data analytics methods, 

which are extracted from large data source. The big data analysis 

is challenging due to its large data infrastructure. The data 

retrieval should have high storage performance and applications 

I/O. the integration of these two in an effective way may provide 

successful data analytics and query processing. So, it’s important 

to analyze the earlier works on indexing techniques along with its 

merits and demerits to define an appropriate method. This survey 

gives the comparative analysis of distributed indexing technique 

such as Meta data indexing, multi dimensional data indexing 

methods for big data infrastructure. 

Index Terms – Big Data, Indexing, Metadata Indexing, Search 

And Information Retrieval. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Big Data concerns large-volume, complex, growing data sets 

with multiple, autonomous sources. With the fast development 

of internet and cloud data storage, Big Data is now rapidly 

expanding in all application domains [1]. It handles large and 

complex data’s. This paper describes about big data, indexing 

methods and recent techniques used in the data indexing.  This 

article presents a comparative analysis, which finally concludes 

the problems and issues of data handling and indexing 

methods. This data-driven model involves demand-driven 

aggregation of information sources, mining and analysis, user 

interest modeling, and security and privacy considerations. The 

paper helps to analyze the challenging issues in the data driven 

technique and also in the Big Data development. Data Indexing 

in big data is a challenging job which changes the personal data 

with non-personal data. The tremendous amount of electronic 

data floating around us such as operational data, customer data, 

web data, social data, marketing data, computer data, supply 

chain data, transaction data, behavioral data etc. The two 

troublesome patterns at present forcing noteworthy effects on 

IT industry and research groups are Cloud computing and Big 

Data. The paper provides the basic structure and introduction 

of big data and comparison of various indexing methods. 

1.1 BIG DATA 

 

Fig 1.0 Big Data Process 

Big data is a broad term for data sets so large or complex that 

traditional data processing applications are inadequate. 

Challenges include analysis, capture, pre-process, and search, 

sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, and information 

privacy. The term often refers simply to the use of predictive 

analytics or other certain advanced methods to extract value 

from data, and seldom to a particular size of data set. According 

to analysis of data sets can find new correlations, to spot 

business trends, health information extraction and so on. 

Big data mining 

Big data applications 

Information sharing and data 

privacy 

Mining complex and dynamic data 

Local learning 
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Several domains regularly meet difficulties with large data sets 

in areas including Internet search, finance and business 

informatics. 

Fig 1.0 shows the process involved in the big data analysis. 

This includes the data collection from various big data 

applications, mining uncertain and dynamic dataset from the 

applications. The collected information’s are learned by local 

learning process and finally shares the resources or keeps them 

with security and privacy. 

1.2 Indexing 

Indexing is involved with the specific data extraction process 

from the data outsourced [2]. In modern system, the data size 

is huge and complex, when the application uses big data. So 

indexing is the effective method to retrieve data quickly. The 

index process involved with the attribute and attribute vectors. 

This includes two types of process hypothesis and verification. 

The hypothesis retrieval search and returns the data through 

index and it sometimes returns the data with false alarms. The 

next step verification eliminates the false alarm from the first 

step. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Indexing For Multi-Dimensional Database: 

In paper [3], authors suggested multidimensional indexing 

system at physical level for OLAP databases in order to obtain 

multidimensional view of data at conceptual level. B-trees, 

which are perfect indexing data structures in relational database 

management system, were extended to multiple attributes to 

form multidimensional indexing system.  

In the paper [4], authors proposed star schema as conceptual 

design of multidimensional databases. At physical level these 

multidimensional databases have B-tree based indexing on 

primary key of each dimension. Internal nodes of the B-tree 

contain the primary keys of the dimension tables. The leaf 

nodes of the B-tree contain the pointer to the records, in the fact 

table at the center of star schema.  

In paper [5], authors worked on the traditional bitmap indexes 

and extended them to index, multidimensional data warehouse 

or OLAP engines. Bitmap indexing technique was optimized 

for both space and time under a given disk space constraints. 

The bitmap indexes are in use for indexing multidimensional 

database but failed in case of large data sets.  

In paper [6], authors proposed an encoded bit map indexing for 

multidimensional data which improved the performance of 

known bitmap indexing in case of large cardinality domains. 

These encoded bitmap indexes are compared with related 

techniques such as bit slicing, projection index, dynamic 

bitmaps and range-based indexing. The problem of sparsity is 

solved, as a result of which performance of bitmap based 

indexing enhanced particularly for large multidimensional 

databases 

In paper [7], authors proposed a heuristic approach to estimate, 

workload and storage space requirement for view 

materializations and indexing. Optimal trade-off between the 

space devoted to view materialization and that devoted to 

indexing is the result of estimation technique used. 

In paper [8], authors provides the idea of an auto-index 

selection tool capable of analyzing large amounts of data and 

suggested a good set of indexes. The auto-indexing technique 

is based on clustering. Clustering technique like K-mean is 

applied for index selection for large databases. Performance of 

this clustering technique outperformed the Microsoft SQL 

server index selection tool.  

In paper [9, 10], authors gave automatic materialized view and 

index selection technique for OLAP databases to dynamically 

determine which materialized views to be maintained. These 

materialized views helps in reducing query answering time. 

Design advisor tool was introduced for materialization of view 

and indexes in IBM DB. This tool automatically captures the 

workload, database and system information and provides 

optimal candidate attributes for materialized views 

Dynamic time wrapping techniques were used for computing 

the input string against the model sequences and arithmetic 

averaging was used for updating the models. In this technique 

both symbol of string and length are considered for 

computations [11]. 

2.2 Meta Data Indexing Methods in Big Data 

The metadata connected with documents which are uploaded 

can be indexed and used as criteria to search for and retrieve 

documents from distributed storage servers or big data servers. 

Not all metadata may be indexed and made available for 

searching. This indexing is based on the application and its 

requirement. The purpose of metadata indexing is to make the 

searching more effectively from huge and complex data 

sources. A text from a document gets indexed when the 

document is uploaded to server, which enable the user to search 

for words or phrases from within the document. Like metadata, 

searches for the full text of documents are done using a field on 

the search form when the search is created.  

In paper [12], a bitmap based indexing scheme which is named 

as BIDS is developed to handle large amount of data in the 

distributed systems. The BIDS index is storage efficient and 

easy to maintain, which makes it more scalable. It is built on 

top of the underlying DFS and cached in the distributed 

memory. BIDS adopts WAH encoding, bit-sliced encoding and 

pre-sorting to ensure compactness. To further reduce the index 

size, the index is dynamically tuned based on the query 

patterns. And the BIDS also introduced query processing based 

on the indexing scheme. The query operators are transformed 
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into a set of bit-wise AND/OR operators, which can be handled 

more efficiently. The paper affected by computation cost, 

which incurs cost for storage and index build cost. 

        

Fig 2.0 BIDS overview 

BIDS indexing technique adopts a novel and query efficient 

partial indexing technique to reduce the size of indexes. 

In paper [13], authors have presented the design and 

implementation of a scalable and high-throughput indexing 

scheme for cloud software as a service (SAAS). This assumes 

a local B+-tree is built for the dataset stored in each compute 

node. And to enhance the throughput of the system, It organizes 

compute nodes as a structured overlay and build a Cloud 

Global index, called the CG-index, for the system. Only a 

portion of local B+-tree nodes are published and indexed in the 

CG-index. Based on the overlay’s routing protocol, the CG-

index is disseminated to compute nodes. To save maintenance 

cost, it propose an adaptive indexing scheme to selectively 

expand local B+-trees for indexing. The scheme has been 

implemented and evaluated in Amazon’s EC2, a real-world 

Cloud infrastructure.  

Many data’s are infrequently accessed in data servers. Cloud 

storage service providers commonly store such infrequent data 

and their Metadata in low-cost commodity hardware for cost 

effective storage. While, there are several kinds of storage 

services which need to ensure the high-performance access and 

retrieval to infrequent data. Since some of infrequent data have 

not been accessed for a long time, traditional metadata are not 

useful for searching them. In order to solve these problems, 

authors in [14] proposed an efficient and effective searchable 

metadata indexing based on data provenance, which is called 

P-index. P-index partitions correlative files into logical groups 

via provenance relationships of files. This method quickly cuts 

off the sub-trees which do not contain the query results to 

improve the efficiency of metadata search. Moreover, P-index 

adds the metadata extracted from data provenance into index 

structure to improve the effectiveness of metadata search. The 

authors evaluated the performance of P-index via two complex 

queries, range and k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) queries. 

Compared with state-of-the-art metadata index methods, P-

index improves the efficiency and effectiveness of metadata 

search. However, the P-Index generates computational 

overhead. 

In the paper [15], authors have presented a distributed metadata 

indexing technique called Dindex that achieves resiliency, 

flexibility, and efficiency in metadata queries. New data 

structures and algorithms are devised to characterize the 

distributed and hierarchical nature of Dindex along with an in-

depth theoretical analysis of its feasibility. Dindex has been 

implemented with a lightweight distributed key-value store and 

integrated into a fully-fledged distributed file system with 

promising results: It delivers up to 60% faster file queries with 

negligible overhead. One important factor affecting Dindex’s 

performance at runtime is access frequency (along with others 

such as access distribution that implies data skewness and load 

balance). Although the proposed data structure and algorithm 

does not directly take access frequency into account, from 

systems perspective Dindex can cache certain hot spot for 

frequent accesses. The Dindex techniques are not supported for 

a distributed data index. That is, a unified indexing system will 

be available for queries on both data and metadata. The 

Dindex’s design principles are not integrated with databases 

and informational retrieval. 

Table 1.0 Recent  big data indexing methods comparison table 

Indexing 

method 

Advantages Disadvantages 

BIDS - Supports dynamic 

query patterns 

- cached in the 

distributed memory 

Size of index 

creates more 

complex 

   

CGIndex Global index 

scheme provides 

scalability. 

Effective for cloud 

Real world 

configurations 

have dynamic 

performance 

issues 

   

Updates Imported Data Query engine 

Update 

Manger 

Index Tracker Index 

manager  

Distributed File System 

Data  Bitmap index Log file 
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Dindex Improves the 

performance 

runtime 

not supported for 

a distributed data 

index 

Existing indexing techniques shown in table 1.0 are discussed 

for big data and multi dimensional databases. The recent 

researches on indexing techniques imply the approach to 

improve and customize the indexing methods for big data. The 

performance of indexing accuracy is not widely studied. The 

development of new indexing technique for big data with 

accuracy and time efficiency is more important. 

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented a review of literature for 

multidimensional indexing and Meta indexing system for big 

data analytics system. Data indexing is the effective method for 

fast data retrieval. In the big data, the indexing for normal data 

is more difficult. So Meta data indexing method has been 

proposed. However, the indexing for either Meta data or 

normal data is performed. There is no technique available to 

support both data and Meta data. There is a strong motivation 

for enhancement, which can combine the big data and Meta 

data indexing. The efficient indexing systems are needed to be 

developed which with attributes of speed in data accessing and 

fault tolerance. 
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